
Knallhart Management Group and MRG Live Team Up To Expand Entertainment 
Offering Across The Group’s Portfolio Including a Refreshed Approach to Holly 
Blue & The Angeles

 

 

July, 20th 2022 (Fort Lauderdale, FL) -There’s a new energy coming to Fort 
Lauderdale. Florida’s premiere hospitality collective, Knallhart Management 
Group is excited to announce a collaboration with MRG Live, a leading 
experience producer in North America, on a revamped more diverse 
entertainment offering which integrates the properties for more memorable 
nights out.

 

Knallhart Management Group is thrilled to team up with MRG Live to give Fort 
Lauderdale an unparalleled, updated take on unforgettable nights out. The 
collective goal is to extend the offerings of entertainment and event 
programming at Knallhart Group’s venues.

 

MRG Live, a leading independent promoter and venue operator, has produced 
and promoted live shows and events for over a decade and expanded into the 
US in 2021. Led by Managing Director, Jacob Smid, an entertainment executive 
with over 20 years of global experience, global and local talent of all genres will 
be brought to Knallhart Group's venues. 

 

Jacob speaks to this enrichment of programming at the unquestionably unique 
venues, “The Angeles and Holly Blue bring an opportunity to Fort Lauderdale 
like nothing else. To join forces with the Knallhart Group to provide memorable 
nights out for people is the driving force behind both our companies. I also look 
forward to offering stages for artists to perform in a key market like Florida 
which is in the middle of an incredible evolution and partnering with Knallhart on 
other opportunities across the state.”

 

Come fall 2022, The Angeles will become Knallhart Management Group’s first 
live entertainment venue of the company’s portfolio.

 

In addition to the focus on the offering at Holly Blue and The Angeles, MRG Live 
will also work with Knallhart Group to expand and innovate the live experience 
across the whole portfolio including Rhythm + Vine and Roxanne’s.

 

 

About Knallhart Management  Group

Knallhart Management Group is a Florida-based hospitality and lifestyle 
company with a diversified portfolio of unique nightlife & restaurant venues. The 



company’s namesake is taken from the German term meaning ‘badass’, which 
has set the high-level standard for the group’s repertoire of diverse brands.

Our mission is to be the most interesting & guest-centric hospitality group where 
consumers can expect a special experience & staff feels fulfilled providing it. By 
doing what we love and loving what we do, we have resulted in crafting 
remarkable experiences.


About The MRG Live

MRG Live is a division of The MRG Group, an independently run experience 
company. The group is composed of professionals whose collective goal is to 
create Positive, Shareable, Experiences. In operation since 2008, The MRG 
Group has grown into one of the leading hospitality and entertainment 
companies in Canada. Owning and operating a total of 23 properties, The MRG 
Group is a diverse collection of experienced-base entities including live events, 
travel, promotion, hospitality, ticketing and media with offices in Toronto, 
Vancouver, Calgary, Montreal, New York and Miami. MRG’s preeminent venues 
include: Vogue Theatre, Queen Elizabeth Theatre, Capital Ballroom in Canada 
and growing its presence in the US by booking The Atlantic in Brooklyn, NY. 


